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Council District 12 Candidate John Lee Speaks Out:
The Way LA is Addressing Homeless Crisis is Inhumane

By Chris Rowe

On July 10, 2019, I interviewed John Lee, one of the two 
remaining candidates for Council District 12’s special 
election to replace Councilmember Mitch Englander. 

The election will take place on August 13, 2019. 
 This race is important to me because I have lived in West 
Hills (part of CD12) for 41 years and in the past, have served 
on my Neighborhood Council. I have also requested a meeting 
with the other CD 12 candidate, Loraine Lundquist.  (Editor’s 
Note: Nothing received at presstime.)
 I was pleased to have the opportunity to speak with 
John Lee. While this interview is not an endorsement of his 
candidacy, I was made to feel that my voice would be heard 
if he were to be elected. If you live in CD 12, it’s up to you to 
evaluate the information presented here and decide who you 
will vote for in the upcoming election. 
 I requested that John Lee’s campaign manager not be 
present during the interview so that only the candidate would 
be responding to my questions. However, a campaign staff 
member, who remained silent, was present to facilitate the 
meeting. 

 Question 1: What is the most important issue for you as 
the candidate? 
 John Lee: Homelessness is at a level that not only has the 
City never experienced, but especially Council District 12. 
It’s always been a problem downtown, but it never hit our 
community as hard as it has been. And I believe that we need 
to start addressing some of these issues--we have diseases that 
are coming back that have been eradicated for many years. 
I don’t know when the last case of typhus was reported, and 
this is worrisome. I don’t believe that the way that we are now 
facing this crisis is humane. 

 Question 2: Do you have any suggestions? 
 John Lee: I think that it is a combination. The message 
downtown is talking about--all I hear about is housing, “We 
need more housing, we need more housing…,” and while 
I believe that is true, that we do need more housing, I also 
believe that there is a drug problem involved with this, there 
is a mental illness part to this, and I believe, I have always 
believed, that we need to be compassionate to all of the 
different parties. That is why, as a Board member of the San 
Fernando Valley Rescue Mission for the families that are truly 
affected by being one pay check away, we provided a place 
where families, [once] they leave the program, are currently 
at a 93% success rate; only 7% over the last four years of 
the families that have visited and been guests at the Rescue 
Mission have found themselves back on the streets. And I 

think it is important to note that we’ve done this at absolutely 
no expense to the taxpayers. 
 This is 100% privately funded, because honestly, as an 
organization, they feel that the moment you take a penny 
of government money, you have to run things by their 
standards, and we think that it is too focused on [being] 
funding-based, [rather than] people-based, and it’s too 
focused on the amount of people being helped rather than 
results. 
 I am very proud to be a part of that, but I am also 
proud that, [during] my time in City Hall, especially as 
Chief of Staff of CD 12, I also thought it was important to be 
compassionate toward homeowners. That is why we started 
finding funding for our “Neighborhood’s First” program so 
that we could have a dedicated group of officers from the 

“Hope Team,” Sanitation, and Department of Transportation, 
can go out three or four times a week to address the needs, to 
break those barriers down. 
 Sometimes when you are working with people on the 
streets, a level of trust needs to be gained before they accept 
those services. I believe we have done a very successful job 
whereas other Council districts have, I believe, only had this 
service maybe two or three times a month. We have a dedicated 
team that is specifically dedicated to CD 12. That is something 
I believe we have [achieved] a good balance of. 

 Question 3: Are there any properties in CD 12 that 
you have identified for the “Housing First” program? 
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★ Safer neighborhoods ★
Helped reduce 911 response times and ensured local fi rst responders got the equipment 

they needed to protect our communities including body cameras for police and 
updated equipment for fi refi ghters and paramedics.

★ Fiscal watchdog ★ 
A strong fi scal conservative who opposed the Measure EE property tax increase, supports 

Prop. 13, has experience balancing the city budget, and fi ghting for Valley taxpayers.

★ Putting neighborhoods fi rst ★  
The only candidate with a concrete record of delivering results on neighborhood issues such as 

improving street repaving, reducing crime, expanding park space, and improving 
funding for neighborhood schools without increasing taxes.

The Only Candidate Supported By Law Enforcement
VOTE! ON ELECTION DAY, AUGUST 13TH

A 20 Year Track Record of
PROTECTING OUR QUALITY OF LIFE

 Follow us:         @JohnLeeCD12           @john.lee.cd12For more information visit  www.johnleecd12.com  | 

VOTE, AUGUST 13TH

Paid for by John Lee for City Council 2019, PO Box 7456 Northridge, CA 91327, Additional information is available at ethics.lacity.org

COUNCILMEMBER 
GREIG SMITH 

LOS ANGELES POLICE 
PROTECTIVE LEAGUE

KATHRYN BARGER 
County Supervisor

We support
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(Continued on page 4)

(Continued from page 1)
Have you examined the property identified near the Orange Line 
that was suggested by one of the candidates? Is that something that 
the neighbors would object to? 
 John Lee: I think that no matter where we end up putting 
these facilities of any type, whether they are for families or if they 
are for any level of homelessness, [whether with addiction issues], 
there is going to be some resistance from the communities around 
it. When we put the Rescue Mission at its current location, I would 
be lying to you if I said that the community around it was not 
exactly excited about the placement of it. 

 Question 4: Where is it located? 
 John Lee: It is located in Northridge on Canby Street between 
Nordhoff and Parthenia, one block east of Reseda. But we listened 
to the community; we didn’t just jam it down their throats; [they] 
were a part of the process. That is what I have been doing my whole 
life . . . consensus building. We listened to them, we listened to their 
concerns. I have not been in City Hall for a few years now, but I 
don’t believe in the four years that they have been operating, that 
the Council office has received one complaint from the community. 
I think that the community thinks that location and that program 
is [the jewel of Northridge]. If you saw this place, you could drive 
by it without even knowing that it was there. And it’s a beautiful 
place where we [show] dignity to families; they are our guests while 
staying there, and it’s a program obviously that some families need 
[for] 60 days; some families need seven months, but when they go 
through the program, we’ve had great success. 
 I plan on working with the community; [there is a site that] 
has been proposed to be near the Orange Line which obviously 
would make sense . . . but in the past as I understand it, [in] CD 
12, we’re not developers. [There had been] two other proposed 
sites . . . but the developers backed out of the deal. No fault to the 
Council district. So we need to find areas that work, but we need 
to make sure that when we are placing these places, there are . . . 
homeless people [who are] “one pay check away”; and I think that 
our communities would understand [that they are] helping seniors, 
people with children, but I’m hesitant to ever place one of these 
places where [it poses] . . . any type of danger to the local residents. 

 Question 5: In the debates, you had diverse perspectives. 
One candidate was talking about the police involvement with 
the homelessness issue, and another talked about how it should 
be a social worker approaching them. My understanding is that 
LAHSA is who goes in, as you mentioned, “housing first.” Should 
social workers be going in first, or should it be LAHSA? Should 
police be going in with them or are LAHSA and social workers safe 
going into these locations where, as you mentioned earlier, some 
people are drug addicted or may have mental disorders? 
 John Lee: I believe that so much burden is placed on our 
public safety officers these days, but several Councilmembers have 
made the claim that law enforcement being a part of the process 
is actually putting fear into some of the people [who need] help. I 
don’t know if I necessarily agree with that. I believe the police are 
there to ensure the safety of the people reaching out to them; there 
are instances where they are posed with a situation. The process, 
whether they are just on standby, located nearby, and called in only 
if it is necessary to . . . address the concerns of the Councilmembers. 
I do believe that, if they are asked to be there, then I am sure that 
they will agree that they need to be there. 

 Question 6: Do you know how many homeless there are in CD 
12? 
 John Lee: I believe at the last count there was something 
[around 700]. 

 Question 7: We recently have felt some earthquakes. 
Where were you during the Northridge earthquake? 
 John Lee: That was my Senior year at Northridge 
(CSUN). I had a unique experience. I was back living 
at home, and it was an interesting thing because we 
had to adjust our classes--some were on the lawns and 
different areas of the school . . . [which] did its best to try 
to accommodate--to make sure that, especially with us 
Seniors, that the school tried to provide the ability to get 
the . . . [classes needed to graduate]. 

 Question 8: I brought photos of the fault lines (in the 
San Fernando Valley with an emphasis on CD 12). We 
originally believed that the epicenter of the Northridge 
quake was in the mountain range to the north; thus, it was 
called the Northridge quake. But now we have learned that 
the epicenter of the quake was in Reseda. As I looked at 
the Porter Ranch area on the way to this meeting, and I 
thought about these faults, do you have any concerns that 
make you think twice about future development in these 
hills? 
 John Lee: I know that there is a part of the Master 
Plan, agreed upon many, many years ago, maybe forty 
years ago, [in] the Porter Ranch area; I believe that as its 
mapped out, they still have hundreds of homes still left 
there as part of that agreement to build. I [couldn’t change 
that] if I wanted to. They have that agreement and-- 
 Question 9: --they have entitlements? 
 John Lee: Correct. 

 Question 10: Aliso Canyon–because of these faults, do 
you think it should be shut down?  
 John Lee: I do. You know what? I have a unique 
perspective again on this issue. I live in Porter Ranch. 
My family, my wife, my two kids, and my dog were all 
relocated. I spent Christmas in a hotel. At the same time, 
I volunteered to serve on the Citizen Advisory Committee. 
I helped to extend the radius of the service relocation past 
Porter Ranch to a five-mile radius of the Aliso Canyon 
site. I fought for the relocation–the process of relocating 
thousands of homes; I fought for [homes’ receipts], air 
filtration systems, scrubbing of the outsides of the homes, 

relocating two schools. . . .This was a 24-hour job because 
while I was working as the Chief of Staff, dealing with this 
during the day, and at night, I was in a hotel filled with 
Porter Ranch residents. My job did not stop [at night]. 
 Working with the community, and as a part of the 
Citizens’ Advisory Committee, we did our best to ensure 
the safety of the residents of CD 12. Now if you look at the 
results of this past election, in no community did I have the 
strongest support, [further] than my other opponents, than 
[in] Porter Ranch. And I believe that is a direct result of my 
involvement when the Aliso Canyon Blow Out happened. I 
think that they believe . . . my concern is as a resident who 
lives in the area, and as a resident, [I] understood issues and 
shared their same concerns. 
 I have lived here since 1978. I think we all knew there 
was a gas field there. I don’t think that any of us understood 
the extent or the size of it. And so, this is something that, 
absolutely, I think it needs to be shut down. The past 
Governor has put a ten-year mandate on closing it down. 
The problem is that there is no ten-year plan. And what is 
going to happen is that, it’s already been two years, and seven 
years down the line [are we] going to find ourselves staring 
at each other, going, “How is this going to shut down?” 
 There is going to have to be a lot of different things 
that are going to have to take place – this gas field provides 
natural gas to millions of homes, and millions of people. 
And it is something we need to start right away. I think, 
as soon as I get elected, one of the first things I need to do 
is to fly up to Sacramento and meet with the PUC (Public 
Utilities Commission) and DOGGR (Division of Oil, Gas, 
and Geothermal Resources) to work directly with them on 
working on an actual plan to shut this facility down, and not 
just an empty mandate. 
 I want to work with all of the different parties involved; 
we need to understand just how this field [works] for our 
City, moving forward, we need to understand how we can 
shut it down safely so that it doesn’t affect lives. We need to 
understand how to provide energy to this area, and heat to 
senior citizens’ homes, when our hospitals need power; all 
of this needs to be taken into consideration when we start 
moving towards the eventual shut down of this area. 

Council District
12 Candidate

John Lee
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 Question 11: Do you have a fear that the Ridgecrest shake may have displaced the pipes (in Aliso Canyon)? 
 John Lee: When we went to Aliso Canyon, I actually was the person that personally took the gentleman that installed the 
fenceline monitoring system around Aliso Canyon. I do believe that we would have been notified if there’s something–we’re a 
community that is very sensitive about this subject.  
 My next questions were related to the Santa Susana Field Laboratory. I asked if he had ever been there and he said he had not. 
I asked if he would be willing to go and he said, “Absolutely.” I asked if he knew where it was. “West of Chatsworth Reservoir,” 
he said. “This is a site that is long overdue to be cleaned up. I think that we have been ignored for our demands for [help] on the 
subject. It is my understanding that the Department of Energy and NASA both agreed to the cleanup, and I think we need to hold 
their feet to the fire to get it done immediately.” 
 I asked if he was aware that four Neighborhood Councils and some environmental groups have supported a risk-based 
cleanup of the Santa Susana Field Laboratory. He stated that he was not aware that four Neighborhood Councils had voted that 
way, but he was aware that West Hills had taken that position.
 I asked if he would negotiate a risk-based cleanup, or if he would support the City’s position on litigation. Lee stated that 
he supports the City’s position on litigation regarding the cleanup of the Santa Susana Field Laboratory because “we have been 
ignored in this area, and it has gone on far too long–we need to address this issue.” He believes that the litigation process will get 
them back into the process to get them to do what they agreed to do. 
 I asked him what Committees he would like to serve on in Council. Lee stated that Public Safety has always been a major 
concern for him; and Public Works because he understands pavement issues and other related issues in Public Works more than 
many people in the City. 
 Because Lee mentioned his interest in Public Works, I brought up the issue of Hazardous Waste. I mentioned the Nicole 
Bernson SAFE Center and asked if he would support a second Hazardous Waste Facility (SAFE Center) in the West Valley near 
West Hills. “Absolutely,” he said. “I think that it is important to we dispose of all of those different types of materials (hazardous 
materials) in a safe environmentally, friendly way.” 
 When I asked if he would consider looking into a mobile SAFE Center for Hazardous Waste, similar to “Large Item Pickup,” 
he said he would do that. 
 Please be an educated voter, and vote in this Special Election for Council District 12 on August 13, 2019!   
 (Chris Rowe has been a 41-year resident of West Hills; she is a former West Hills Neighborhood Council Board Member where she 
was the Public Health Committee Chair; she has a B.S. in Health Education from CSUN). Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
 -  CityWatchLA

CityWatchLA

LA’s City Attorney 
Feuer Owns the 
DWP Scandal

And He Should 
Resign … 

Here’s Why
By Jack Humphreville

Last month, agents from the FBI raided the office 
of the Los Angeles City Attorney Mike Feuer; the 
Department of Water and Power, including the office 

of now former General Manager David Wright and that 
of the Board of Water and Power Commissioners; and 
other locations connected to DWP. 
 The swarm of federal agents were looking for 
evidence involving “bribery, kickbacks, extortion, mail 
fraud, and money laundering” according to the search 
warrant. 
 While this raid has focused even more unfavorable 
attention on DWP, the real spotlight must be on City 
Attorney Mike Feuer, his competence and integrity, and 
whether he should resign as City Attorney. 
 Underlying the search warrant and raids are 
two pieces of litigation that both revolve around the 
Department’s botched rollout of its new billing system 
in the fall of 2013. 
 In 2015, Antwon Jones, a Van Nuys Ratepayer, 
filed a class action lawsuit over the extensive billing 
errors caused by DWP’s new customer information 
system.  This suit was settled in record time, without 
any embarrassing discovery, for $67 million of our 
Ratepayer money, of which $19 million was paid to the 
plaintiff’s lawyers.  But it turned out that the settlement 
was tainted because attorneys affiliated with the City 
Attorney, including New Jersey based Paul Paradis, 
drafted the complaint and then chose a compliant 
plaintiff’s lawyer, Cleveland based Jack Landskroner, 
who would settle the case without making waves.  
 The other litigation involves the City/DWP 
lawsuit against PricewaterhouseCoopers, the 
consulting firm hired to assist in the implementation 
of the new billing system, where DWP claimed that 
PwC was responsible for the botched roll out of the 
customer information system.   
 But this lawsuit was out of character for the City 
which usually settles for contractual damages, avoiding 
long drawn out court cases.  But at the urging of Paradis, 
the City and DWP were captivated by the thought of 
triple damages amounting to hundreds of millions of 
dollars, alleging fraud on the part of PwC.  Of course, 
Paradis’ advice was influenced by the fact that he and 
others would be entitled to 20% of the judgement against 
PwC, a possible $100 million payday.  
 But PwC’s lawyers, Gibson Dunn & Crutcher 
(New York), through extensive discovery, uncovered 
the fraudulent settlement of the class action lawsuit.  
This litigation and other matters are now being 
investigated by a Special Master appointed by a 
Superior Court judge.  
 Gibson Dunn also uncovered a $30 million no 
bid contract that DWP entered into with a company 
controlled by Paul Paradis despite written concerns of the 
respected and no-nonsense head of DWP’s contracting 
division to GM David Wright who was advocating for 
this no-bid deal.   
 More than likely, the PwC litigation will be dropped 
and DWP will be on the hook for PwC’s legal fees and 
possible damages.   At the same time, the class action 
lawsuit will be subject to further scrutiny, costing the 
Department and its Ratepayers millions.  
 To compound the stench, Paradis, Landskroner, 
and the recently fired Wright have all refused to answer 
questions in depositions about fee splitting and other 
matters, invoking their Fifth Amendment rights.  
 Of course, Feuer claims innocence, that he 
was not informed, and that he did know about the 
fraudulent settlement of the class action lawsuit or 
the related shenanigans.  
 But it is hard to believe this Sergeant Schultz “I 
Know Nothing” defense as the politically ambitious 
Feuer is known to be a control freak, knowing 
everything that is going on in his office as a result of 
weekly meetings and constant updates by other city 
attorneys.  
 Leaving aside the issue of whether Feuer knew 
or didn’t know, the integrity and competence of 
the office of the Los Angeles City Attorney has been 
compromised.  Feuer owns this mess since it happened 
on his watch.  
 Rather than pursuing his ambitions to be the next 
Mayor of the City of Los Angeles, Feuer should have the 
good graces to resign as City Attorney.   

 (Jack Humphreville writes LA Watchdog for 
CityWatch.)

(Continued from page 3)

Council District 12 Candidate John Lee

Overpopulation is the Biggest 
Environmental Threat

By Glen Colton

Americans plant trees and host community events to promote conservation and sustainability. Those activities are important. 
But they don’t address one of America’s biggest environmental challenges -- rapid population growth. 
 Since 1970, the U.S. population has increased from 205 million to 327 million people. It’ll surge to 404 million by 2060. 

 We’d have to develop millions of acres of open space to house and feed all these people. It’s not too late to put America on a 
more sustainable path, but that would mean having an honest discussion about what’s driving U.S. population growth. 
 Almost 90 percent of population growth is fueled by immigration. Scaling back future levels of immigration would help 
America pursue a sustainable future. 
 Earth Day’s founder, the late Senator Gaylord Nelson (D-WI), recognized the need to address immigration levels. “It’s phony 
to say ‘I’m for the environment but not for limiting immigration,’” he noted.  
 He’s right. Nearly 160 million people around the world want to move to the United States. There’s no feasible way to accept 
them all. Which means Americans need to make hard choices about who we let in, and most importantly, how many. 
 Currently, we’re refusing to make those choices. Our “chain-migration” policies allow immigrants to sponsor extended family 
members for green cards. Most of the 1 million legal immigrants who arrive in America annually come through chain migration. 
 Another 1 million illegal immigrants will slip through our southern border this year.
 Population growth damages the environment. We have paved 40 million acres of forests and fields -- an area the size of New 
York, Massachusetts, and New Jersey combined -- since the 1980s for more housing, roads, and other structures.
 This sprawl also threatens our quality of life.
 To feed a growing population with less land, farmers will turn to harmful pesticides and fertilizers to boost crop yields. And 
since we’re paving over natural land with impermeable asphalt and concrete, much of that fertilizer will run off into our water 
supply.
 This future isn’t inevitable. Ending chain migration for recent immigrants’ non-nuclear family members would reduce the 
projected U.S. population in 2060 by tens of millions of people. And requiring all employers to use E-Verify, a free online system 
that confirms work eligibility, would humanely deter illegal immigrants from coming here to work. 
 If Americans really want to preserve open spaces for future generations, they’ll need to call for humane reductions in 
immigration levels.

    (Glen Colton is an environmentalist and long term sustainability activist who lives in fast growing Fort Collins, Colorado.)
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www.ExerUrgentCare.com

19346 Nordho� St. in Northridge
Phone: (818) 727-2040

The ER alternative sta�ed with ER Doctors to get you
feeling better, faster.

NORDHOFF ST. & TAMPA AVE.

OPEN DAILY!
ON-SITE X-RAY, LAB, PHARMACY
& MORE

ER ALTERNATIVE BUILT & STAFFED
BY ER DOCTORS

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(9AM - 9PM)
(Last patient registered at 8:30pm)

WALK IN & BE SEEN IN MINUTES

CityWatchLA

LA’s Rats, Disease 
& Pestilence: 

Who’s to Blame?
By Richard Lee Abrams

Rats, disease, pestilence are merely symptoms of a 
city run by criminals.
 In criminogenic Los Angeles, the media has covered up 

the vast corruptionism which has been rotting Los Angeles since 
2001. The state court system has been one of our most hideously 
oppressive institutions. Yet, We the People are so complicit that 
we think some regressive anti-justice person like former State 
Attorney General Kamala Harris would make a decent President. 
The federal courts highlighted her crucial role in railroading 
innocent minorities into prison. Uncharacteristically, the LA 
Times (while being run out of Chicago), let Maura Dolan publish 
the behind-the-scenes story where Attorney General Harris was 
lambasted as instrumental in the “epidemic of misconduct.” 
Dolan was soon silenced. And now we face a new epidemic – rats, 
disease and pestilence in addition to a corrupt City Hall and 
judiciary. 
 The long and short of the situation is that Los Angeles is a 
criminal enterprise where the mayor, city council and the state 
courts don’t give a damn about anyone or anything other than 
aggrandizing their own wealth and prestige. 

 Garcetti Intentionally Caused the Homeless Crisis 
 Victimizing the poor was a necessary step to Manhattanize 
Los Angeles. Manhattanization is a Basin thing; Bunker Hill is 
the prototype. The objective is to make a handful of landowners 
wealthier by concentrating offices and high-rise apartments on a 
few parcels of land. The Basin is where LA has its most pre-1979 
apartments. (Only pre-1979 apartments fall under rent control.) 

 Quality of Life Is Never A Factor at LA City Hall 
 Criminogenic City Hall is obsessed with new ways to loot the 
city treasury. As the quality of life of Angelenos plays no role at 
all in the city’s decision, LA is becoming a third world country. 
People dying in the streets – no concern. City employees getting 
typhus; that’s just a PR problem.  

 Things Will Get Worse 
 According to one of the experts behind the July 16, 2019 Rat 
Report, LA has now more rats than people. Although the media 

CityWatchLA

To the ‘Vacationing’ LA City 
Council: Do Law-Abiding LA 
Residents Have Any Rights?

By Kenneth S. Alpern

For those of us looking beyond the soap opera in Washington (“Go back to where you came 
from?”
 The “Squad” proposing more support for the anti-Israel BDS movement? Niiiiiiiiice?), a 

funny (well, not REALLY funny) thing just happened: The City Council has quietly let a City 
ordinance barring vehicles with sleeping people on residential streets to expire. 
 Yep...and the LAPD has been instructed to no longer issue citations for people who sleep on 
our residential streets, with a memo by LAPD Chief Michel Moore informing officers that the 
ordinance extending street parking as an offense that was extended for six months in December 
expired at the end of June. 
 Maybe the City Council, will address this.
 Parks, schools, the curb in front of your house or apartment/condo complex ... anything 
goes! 
 But we shouldn’t complain ... because we’re the beneficiaries of “privilege”. We need to be 
more giving, more compassionate, and more understanding ... because everyone is hurting. 
 And those in their cars, just like the homeless in tents all over, who just feel accepted and 
good about themselves despite having no ties to families in our city? 
 They’re better than you? 
 The money you paid for homeless relief?  
 Not good enough? 
 The historically low unemployment rates? 
 Bah ... able-bodied individuals shouldn’t have to move to other counties and states to find 
gainful employment and independence. Yes, California was built by those fleeing from poverty 
and wanting economic opportunity, but these folks are different! 
 And they deserve more rights than you--and dang it all, YOU better not park in spots marked 
for no parking (parks, restaurants, major thoroughfares), because YOU will get a ticket.  
 And Mayor Garcetti wonders why the City residents increasingly despise him, and why his 
presidential aspirations are destroyed.
 Of course, no one in the City Council has the spine, and certainly City Attorney Feuer has 
no backbone, to come up with a reasonable new law defending the rights of law-abiding City 
residents...and take it all the way to doggone Supreme Court, if necessary. 
 We should just have to put up with it. And get used to it. 
 Because to do otherwise, like demanding our own rights, and demanding safe and navigable 
streets and sidewalks, would be just...selfish, right? 

 (CityWatch Columnist, Kenneth S. Alpern, M.D, is a dermatologist who has served in 
clinics in Los Angeles, Orange, and Riverside Counties. The views expressed in this article 
are solely those of Dr. Alpern.) 

downplays the role of Garcetti’s Manhattanization, 
the report makes clear that rise of homelessness and 
the city’s refusal to combat the associated filth mean 
conditions will continue to worsen. Now that Garcetti 
wants to hide the homeless by removing them from 
DTLA, the rats will spread throughout the entire city.   
 When the homeless are kicked out of DTLA, the 
rats will spread out with them. As the homeless make 
their encampments in Bel Air, Westwood, and the 
Valley, human feces and the garbage will accumulate in 
new areas, and within a few months the wealthy in their 
fancy mansions will find skid row conditions lurking in 
the underbrush along nearby freeways. 
 “We have never seen a rat infestation this severe in 
our lifetimes and the risk of a public health epidemic 
soon is high.” Lead sentence in the July 16, 2019 Rat 
Report. 
 
 Rats, Disease and Pestilence Migrate to 
West LA and North to the Valley 
 Our criminogenic city, backed by a criminogenic 
judiciary, is preoccupied with its own self-
aggrandizement. The Rat Report shows how the rats, 
disease and pestilence are moving into the nicer parts 

of town. The rats multiply during the summer months. 
Garcetti is shoving the homeless out of the Basin just 
into time for them to set up their encampments in 
other parts of the city. When the wet winter arrives, 
the rats will move inside. If you live within a half mile 
of a freeway with its dense under brush, the rats will 
squeeze into your comfy home. 
 Even if city attorneys and police officers are being 
infected, don’t deceive yourself. Garcetti is not going 
to stop his Manhattanziation. The homes of poor 
people will continue to be destroyed and the homeless 
population will grow – despite being shoved out of sight 
– and the rats with their disease-ridden fleas will be 
scurrying about your bedroom.  
 Anyone who thinks that rats, disease and pestilence 
might be soon be controlled is fatally naive. Los Angeles 
has been becoming a dung heap since 2001 and the 
worst is yet to come.
 
 (Richard Lee Abrams is a Los Angeles attorney 
and a CityWatch contributor. He can be reached at: 
Rickleeabrams@Gmail.com. Abrams views are his own 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of CityWatch.) 
Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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FBI Searches City, DWP Offices
In Probe of Litigation Over 

Botched Billings
Special Valley Voice Report

  

FBI agents served search warrants at the downtown headquarters of the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power and 
City Hall East July 22 as part of a probe into the city’s handling of litigation and a settlement over the botched rollout of a 
DWP billing system.

 ``As has been reported, the FBI served search warrants for documents on several city employees at (City Hall East) and 
DWP offices, including some of our staff members,’’ said Rob Wilcox of the City Attorney’s Office. ``The warrants served on 
our staff relate to issues that have arisen over the class-action litigation and settlement surrounding the DWP billing system and 
the
city’s lawsuit against (PricewaterhouseCoopers). We have and will continue to cooperate fully with the expectation that the 
investigation will be completed expeditiously.’’
 FBI authorities declined to comment on specifics of the investigation.
 ``We are confirming a search warrant at Los Angeles DWP in downtown Los Angeles, but are prohibited from commenting 
further because affidavits involved in the warrant are sealed,’’ Katherine Gulotta of the FBI in Los Angeles told City News 
Service.
 The botched rollout of the DWP billing system in 2013 led to thousands of customers receiving inaccurate bills, with some 
being wildly overcharged. The debacle prompted a class-action lawsuit that led to a settlement requiring the DWP to reimburse 
customers roughly $67 million.
 The city and DWP, meanwhile, sued PricewaterhouseCoopers over its handling of the system’s rollout.
 But PricewaterhouseCoopers earlier this year questioned the city’s relationship with an outside attorney it hired to handle 
the litigation against the company. The firm said the attorney, Paul Paradis, was hired by the city as a legal consultant in its 
lawsuit against the company, while he was also serving as legal counsel suing the city on behalf of a DWP customer in the
class-action lawsuit.
 PricewaterhouseCoopers argued in court papers that the arrangement with Paradis was made specifically to secure a 
more favorable legal outcome for the city and DWP.

      *  *  *
 While the city denied wrongdoing, it subsequently canceled $30 million in contracts it had awarded Paradis for legal 
services and efforts to correct the billing system issues.
 Paradis and the city both denied any wrongdoing. An attorney for
Paradis told the Los Angeles Times earlier this year that Paradis stepped down as special counsel for the city to focus on 
``cybersecurity work’’ he was doing for the DWP.
 City Attorney Mike Feuer said at the time the city was conducting a review of the situation to see if any ethics rules 
were violated.
 Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti’s office issued a statement acknowledging the FBI’s presence at the Civic Center 
complex.
 ``We were notified that federal search warrants were being executed,’’ said Alex Comisar, press secretary for Garcetti. 
``The mayor believes that any criminal wrongdoing should be investigated and prosecuted. His expectation is that any 
city employee asked to cooperate will
do so fully and immediately.’’
 The FBI has separately been conducting a corruption probe at City Hall focused on downtown-area real estate 
developments and foreign investments in the projects, specifically from select Chinese investors.
 Federal agents served search warrants in November at City Councilman Jose Huizar’s offices and home. Court 
documents originally obtained by the Los Angeles Times and counterterrorism expert Seamus Hughes suggested 
the probe is focused on potential crimes including bribes, kickbacks or money laundering. No criminal charges 
have been filed and no arrests have been made.
 Huizar has denied any wrongdoing.
 According to a 2018 search warrant affidavit targeting the email account of former Los Angeles Deputy 
Mayor Ray Chan, who also led the city’s Department of Building and Safety, investigators were searching 
for information relating to a wide array of people, including Huizar and Councilman Curren Price, Chinese 
investment groups and a trio of downtown hotel projects.
 The Times reported in January that various real estate developers had received grand jury subpoenas for 
information about communications they have had with Huizar or his staff members over the past six years. The 
paper also reported that Huizar was facing questions for allegedly asking companies doing business at City Hall 
to donate to a private school where his wife was working as a professional fundraiser, and allegedly assigning his 
staff to help with
the effort.

More Stores 
Opening at “The 
Vineyards” – Los 
Angeles’ Newest, 

Pedestrian-
Friendly 

Entertainment, 
Dining & 

Shopping Center
Gus’s BBQ, The Vineyards Nail Spa, HBSC Bank 

soon to join growing list of open stores;
AMC Porter Ranch 9 Theatre scheduled to open 

in late 2019.
 The Vineyards, one of the most exciting shopping, 
dining and entertainment centers to open in Southern 
California, is bustling with activity as new stores 
prepare to open and work continues in creating an 
enticing and visually-pleasing experience.
 Set to open in the upcoming few months are Gus’s 
BBQ, The Vineyards Nail Spa, and HSBC Bank, with 
AMC Porter Ranch 9 scheduled to open in late 2019. 
They will join such major tenants as Whole Foods 
Market, Nordstrom Rack, Ulta Beauty, and Peet’s 
Coffee. Stay tuned for new store announcements in 
the upcoming weeks!
 For updates to the complete list of confirmed 
establishments, announcements about store openings 
and special events, visit TheVineyards.com and 
follow @TheVineyardsLA on Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter.
 The Vineyards is a mixed-use development at 
the intersection of Rinaldi Street and Porter Ranch 
Drive, with architecture and landscaping inspired 
by the ranching history of the area, and the elegance 
of California’s wine growing regions. The project 
revolves around pedestrian amenities and tree-lined 
gathering spaces, with a variety of restaurants with 
outdoor dining areas, community event spaces and 
entertainment options. A robust landscape design 
includes 100-year-old olive trees, mature sycamores, 
grape vines as well as other carefully selected plants 
and trees that have given The Vineyards a “mature 
look.”
 The Vineyards also includes the recently opened 
three-story Kaiser-Permanente medical office. 
Construction has begun on a planned 100-room 
Hampton Inn & Suites hotel as well as a 266-unit 
luxury apartment community, with both slated to 
open in 2020. 
 Other highlights of The Vineyards include 
sustainable features such as rooftop solar arrays, 
LED lighting, electric vehicle charging, and a 
rainwater capture system with large underground 
cisterns, which can hold more than four months of 
irrigation water. 
 The project recently received LEED Gold 
certification on the first completed building, a 
medical office space for Kaiser Permanente. The 
project’s developer, Shapell Liberty Investment 
Properties, is in the process of seeking LEED Silver 
certification for the shopping center buildings and 
SITES certification for its sustainable landscape 
design, a rarely achieved standard for developments 
of this scale. 

The Mini Dispensary offers Premium 
Grade CBD Oil & Products for people 
and pets.  Affordable prices, fast free 
shipping and tax is included in the 
price. These are legal hemp derived 
CBD products, no medical card 
needed. Please visit my online store at 
theminidispensary.com 
for all products. 
Msg @ 661-941-1466
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Visit TheVineyards.com for store details and new announcements  
@TheVineyardsLA on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter

Scheduled to Open in 2019!

Now Open at The Vineyards
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I f there’s someone in your life with whom you’ve been wanting to share your faith, you 
might be held back by the thought that you need to be a Bible scholar, charismatic, 
extroverted, or extraordinarily brave or articulate. God doesn’t necessarily want you to 

be any of those things. Instead, He looks for these five qualities in a person so that, through 
them, God can bring the Gospel of His Son Jesus Christ to others:  

1. Availability – Did you know that God is more interested in your availability 
than your ability? Yes, He can use your talents and education for His Kingdom—but 
first and foremost, you need to be available. In Acts 8:26–27, God clearly spoke to 
Philip who was a believer in Jesus. He told Philip, “Go south to the road—the desert 
road—that goes down from Jerusalem to Gaza. So he started out, and on his way he 
met an Ethiopian eunuch . . .” A few verses later, the Holy Spirit told Philip, “Go to that 
chariot . . .”  where the eunuch was sitting. When God said, “Go,” His command didn’t 
come with prerequisites. “Go” meant . . . go! God wanted to use Philip just as he was. 
I’ll be the first to highly recommend biblical education to any Christian, but if you feel 
unqualified to share your faith because of a lack of Bible training—don’t worry! Even 
if you don’t know hundreds of Scriptures by heart, one thing you do know is what God 
has done for you! 

2. Urgency – As soon as God told him to go to the chariot, the Bible says Philip 
ran. He didn’t give it some thought, check his calendar, or weigh his options. No, Philip moved 
as fast as he could to do what God had told him to do. There was a sense of urgency. Soul 
winners respond the same way today. When the Holy Spirit says, “Go talk to that person over 
there about Me,” they move, and they move quickly. No hesitation. No distractions. Whenever 
God prompts you to share Christ with someone, be ready and respond promptly. The window 
of opportunity may be but a brief moment. You never know when it will present itself again.

3. Sensitivity – What was the first thing Philip did when he arrived at the chariot? The 
Bible says he “heard the man reading” (Acts 8:30). That means he was listening. Before he 
began sharing anything about Jesus to the Ethiopian, Philip took the time to listen and hear 
what his need was. This type of sensitivity is often lacking within the Body of Christ today. 
Marriages are crying for help, but no one is listening. People are hurting and lonely, but no one 
hears their cries. Being an effective soul winner means not only listening to those around you, 
but also hearing what is sometimes not spoken. (This is very difficult to do if you are the one 
doing all the talking.) Be sensitive to those around you. Listen to their needs and be ready to 

To Share Jesus,
You Need These Five Qualities

By Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford  -  Shepherd of the Hills
share the answer. That answer—Jesus—is alive inside of you!

4. Helpfulness –If you are mean to someone, you are decreasing your effectiveness to 
share the Gospel with that person. On the other hand, helpfulness and kindness can go a 
long way.  When Philip heard the Ethiopian eunuch reading the Old Testament, he offered 
his assistance. He asked him, “Do you understand what you are reading?” He didn’t get in 
the man’s face and say, “Are you saved? If you were run over by an eighteen-wheel chariot 

today, would you go straight to hell?” There is a difference between being helpful 
and obnoxious!

When you genuinely have a heart to help someone, it speaks volumes. It can 
be as simple as taking dinner to a single mother because she works long hours. Or 
mowing your elderly neighbor’s lawn. Or tutoring a student. These helpful acts are 
very much part of the evangelistic process because kindness has an interesting way 
of opening doors, softening hearts, and building trust.

5. Honesty – Eventually there comes a time in the soul-winning process when 
you’re going to have to open your mouth and talk about Jesus. When Philip had 
finished explaining the Scriptures, the eunuch asked him to explain what he had just 
finished reading. “Then Philip began with that very passage of Scripture and told 

him the good news about Jesus” (Acts 8:35). 
The groundwork had been laid. Everything had been orchestrated by the Holy Spirit 

for this one, pivotal moment. Philip recognized his opportunity and was ready to complete his 
mission. So, he shared the Gospel with his new friend. When we are honest about who Jesus is, 
what the Gospel means, and what God has done in our life, the results are miraculous. 

The Bible says that after Philip shared the Gospel, the Ethiopian eunuch believed 
and at once sought the nearest pool of water to be baptized. Afterward, the Bible says that 
the Holy Spirit took Philip away from there (the original “Beam me up, Scottie!”), and the 
Ethiopian eunuch left rejoicing. Why was the eunuch so joyful? Because he was a sinner who 
had welcomed the message of salvation and was now forgiven and born again. You can see 
miracles in the lives of others, too, if you will ask the Lord to give you availability, urgency, 
sensitivity, helpfulness, and honesty for His glory!

Pastor Dudley Rutherford is the author of “Compelled: The Irresistible Call to Share 
Your Faith” (available on Amazon) and the senior pastor of Shepherd Church, which has three 
campuses in the Greater Los Angeles area—Porter Ranch, Woodland Hills, and Agua Dulce. 
You can connect with Dudley at www.LiftUpJesus.com and on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

12th District Election 

Students Need Push To Get Out and Vote
By James Alfaro, Valley Voice Student Reporter

I n the past several years, terms such as “elections,” “voting,” 
and “politics” have been thrown around and can either 
be deemed important or irrelevant to American citizens, 

but ever since 2016, these terms have far more relevance and 
importance to the American citizens. Even if an American citizen 
doesn’t choose to exercise their right to vote in any election, they 
still hold opinions about elections and the candidates that come 
with it.
 The Los Angeles City Council District 12 holds important 
northwestern cities that resides in the northwest San Fernando 
Valley, Porter Ranch, Granada Hills, Northridge, and others. 
Currently, there’s a runoff being held on August 13, 2019. There 
were 12 candidates running for the seat in the 12th District. 
Three of the candidates were Republican (notably John Lee) and 
the rest of the nine candidates, Democratic (Loraine Lundquist).
 Leanna Kontos, a 20-year-old local, said she doesn’t plan 
to vote for any candidates for any elections right now because 
she feels that she’s not educated on anything she’d be voting on, 
but plans on voting for the 2020 elections.
 “I think city elections are important because it directly 
impacts the city you live in and certain areas of your life will be 
affected by who takes the position of authority. Personally, I think 

a Democrat should take over the seat because California is 
largely populated by democrats. I think it would only make 
sense to have a Democrat in that position,” Kontos said.
 Kontos said any political party taking a vacant council 
spot is important to a certain extent because people live in a 
democracy at the end of the day and believes people’s voices 
should be heard no matter a person’s preference for their 
candidate.
 “I think it might make it fairer if there was a 
conservative voice in the district because, obviously, not 
everyone is going to agree with what the Democratic chair 
says, and it might just allow for both sides to be seen. I would 
really love to see the outcome of this city council election,” 
Kontos said.

  *  *  *

 Ernesto Ruvira, another 20-year-old local, said he does 
not plan to vote in the upcoming city council election despite 
being armed with the knowledge that every vote counts in 
any election. Ruvira said he feels this particular way about 
politics because the idea of politics have been treated as a 

running gag over the recent years. 
 “City elections are important because it helps people vote 
for what they want and have the opportunity to make changes 
for the better as a whole within their community. I also think 
whatever candidate has a better voice and impact should be 
able to take the council seat because they can offer the city’s 
community with a better community,” Ruvira said.
 Although he believes that both candidates should be 
given an equal chance, regardless of their political preferences, 
Ruvira said their political views should matter because it 
will determine how they would handle each situation over a 
period of time and what kind of outcome will be a result of any 
situation. Despite this, Ruvira said the city council should, at 
least, have one conservative voice because it isn’t ideal for any 
situation to be taken with a one-sided or biased perspective.
 “I believe that everything should be seen from multiple 
perspectives to balance out everyone’s own individual views 
and beliefs. I don’t really know too much about politics since I 
try to stay away from that as much as possible, but I’d prefer 
to focus on other things such as myself or school because, in 
the end, politics tends to kind of screw people over whether it’s 
national or local,” Ruvira said.

Dodgers Unveil Plans for a 
Renovated Dodger Stadium

T he Dodgers unveiled plans for a $100 million renovation of Dodger Stadium that will provide a new 
centerfield plaza as well as elevators and bridges that will connect the outfield pavilions to the rest of the 
stadium, along with a statue of Sandy Koufax.

 ``Dodger Stadium has always been and remains the most beautiful place ever built to play or watch 
the game of baseball, and these renovations will enhance every aspect of the fan experience with modern 
and family friendly amenities,’’ Dodger President/CEO Stan Kasten said. ``This latest project continues to 
demonstrate ownership’s commitment to give a first-class
experience to the best fans in the baseball.’’
 Details of the project, which is expected to be completed in time for next season, were announced in 
conjunction with the unveiling of the logo for the 2020 MLB All-Star Game at Dodger Stadium.
 According to the team, the new centerfield plaza will cover about two acres, featuring food booths, a 
beer garden, retail shops, kids play area and a space for live music. There will also be a ``batter’s eye’’ wall in 
straightaway centerfield.
 The plaza will also serve as permanent home for the ``Legends of Dodger Baseball’’ plaques. Don 
Newcombe, Steve Garvey and Fernando Valenzuela comprised this year’s inaugural class of ``legends.’’ A 
statue of Jackie Robinson will be moved to the plaza from the left field reserve level, and it will be joined by a 
statue of Koufax.
 ``In 1955, I joined the Brooklyn Dodgers. It was my honor to be with Jackie Robinson in life,’’ Koufax 
said. ``Now in Los Angeles, it is again my honor to be with him in bronze and to thank the Los Angeles fans for 
treating me so well on this journey.’’

ALL EYES
ON

2020
Valley Voice
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Home Prices 
Inch Up

The median price of a Los Angeles County home rose 
by 0.5% in June, compared to the same month a 
year ago, while sales dipped by 12.1%.

 According to the CoreLogic real estate information 
service, the median price of a Los Angeles County home 
was $618,000 in June, up from $615,000 in June 2018. A 
total of 6,677 homes were sold in the county, down from 
7,597 during the same month a year ago.
 In Orange County, the median price was $738,000 
in June, down 0.3% from $740,000 in June 2018. The 
number of homes sold dropped by 9.4%, from 3,484 in 
June 2018 to 3,157 last month.
 A total of 20,790 new and resale houses and condos 
changed hands in Los Angeles, Riverside, San Diego, 
Ventura, San Bernardino and Orange counties last 
month, according to CoreLogic. That was down 6.9% 
from 22,333 in May, and down 8.8% from 22,804 in 
June 2018.
 The median price of a Southern California home 
was $541,250 in June, up 2.5% from $528,000 in May 
and up 1.2% from $535,000 in June 2018.
 ``Southern California home prices have been close 
to flat all year, with the median sale price up or down 
a hair each month compared with a year earlier,’’ said 
Andrew LePage, research analyst with CoreLogic. 
``This reflects tepid demand -- at least at current prices 
-- and an increase in inventory, which is generally at a 
level that suggests neither buyers nor sellers have a
distinct advantage.’’

$600,000 per Household

Here’s How Much the Green New 
Deal Would Cost You

By Drew Johnson

“Man Bites Dog,”
Homeless Sue LA

Have an extra $2,000 you’d like to throw away?
 That’s how much the Green New Deal could raise the 
average household’s annual electric bill, according 

to a new study from consulting firm Wood Mackenzie. 
Transitioning all power plants to clean energy -- a central goal 
of the Green New Deal -- would cost American consumers a 
staggering $4.7 trillion over the next two decades.
 The Green New Deal isn’t a serious proposal. Renewable 
energy sources like solar and wind have their place. But 
eliminating fossil fuels wholesale would prove prohibitively 
expensive. 
 Fortunately, it’s possible to save the environment without 
destroying the economy.
 Introduced by freshman Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez 
(D-NY) and Sen. Ed Markey (D-MA), the GND is nothing 
if not ambitious. The proposal seeks to transition the United 
States off fossil fuels, ideally within 10 years.
 The plan has become a rallying cry for progressives. 
Numerous candidates running for the Democratic presidential 
nomination support it. But so far, proponents have mostly 
ignored the proposal’s cost. 
 Thanks to Wood Mackenzie’s findings, that’s no longer 
an option. As the study’s authors point out, the GND would 
require “a complete redesign of the power sector,” that, 
among other things, would entail an 11-fold increase in energy 
production from wind and solar. Such an overhaul would also 
demand 900 times more energy storage and 200,000 more 
miles of transmission infrastructure than we currently have.
 The study doesn’t even attempt to measure the cost of 
the GND’s other, non-climate related reforms, like setting 
up a single-payer healthcare system or guaranteeing a job 

to every American. All told, the proposal could cost an 
incomprehensible $93 trillion -- $600,000 per household -- 
according to the American Action Forum. 
 Thankfully, we don’t have to rely on pie-in-the-sky 
proposals to combat climate change. Over the last few years, 
advances in drilling technology have unlocked a glut of clean-
burning natural gas. Power plants have switched en masse to 
this fuel, which is considerably cheaper than dirtier energy 
sources like coal.
 As a result, America recorded a historic drop in 
greenhouse gas emissions. Carbon dioxide emissions from 
power plants decreased by 19.3 percent between 2011 and 
2017, thanks mostly to the natural gas boom. 
 The Green New Deal stands no chance of becoming law. 
Its provisions are already proving so politically toxic that even 
Sen. Markey, its lead sponsor, didn’t vote in favor when it 
came up for a roll call vote.  
 Accelerating the transition to natural gas, by contrast, 
is politically feasible. It doesn’t require any sacrifices at all -- 
power plants are switching voluntarily to save money.
 Of course, renewables can help reduce emissions too. 
According to the latest projections from the U.S. Energy In-
formation Administration, however, energy sources such as 
wind, solar, and hydropower will account for just 18 percent 
of America’s electricity production this year, and 20 percent in 
2020. 
 An all-renewable future simply isn’t realistic in our 
lifetimes. A lower-emissions future is -- thanks largely to 
cleaner-burning natural gas.  
 (Drew Johnson is a Senior Fellow at the National Center 
for Public Policy Research.)

A group of homeless people and advocates filed a federal 
lawsuit alleging the city of Los Angeles’ practice of 
removing the belongings of people living on the streets 

hampers their ability to improve their lives.
 ``Discarding people’s belongings with arbitrary 
discretion and confusing rules harms their health and impairs 
their ability to work and find housing. The current practices 
and the law underlying them are unconstitutional,’’ plaintiffs’ 
attorney Catherine Sweetser said.
 Rob Wilcox, a spokesman for the Los Angeles City 
Attorney’s Office, said the office will review the lawsuit but 
had no immediate comment.
 The city of Los Angeles routinely conducts cleanups of 
areas that are frequented and occupied by homeless people. 
The cleanups are aimed at reducing trash and preventing the 
spread of disease. The city has dedicated tens of millions of 
dollars to cleanup programs and outreach for homeless people 
that are expected to begin this fall.
 The Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles, which also 
represents the homeless, issued a statement saying that while 
the city has made some changes in the way it response to 
homeless encampments, ``there has been no movement by the 

Los Angeles City Council to address the constitutionality of (its 
laws).’’
 The group contends there is no requirement for the city or 
police to give notice to homeless people before they determine 
which items are to be discarded.
 ``... The ordinance allows LAPD to arrest anyone who 
attempts to challenge LA Sanitation’s decisions,’’ according to 
the Legal Aid Foundation. ``As a result, in the fourth quarter 
of 2018, the city teams tasked with enforcement visited more 
than 2,000 encampments and threw away more than 435 tons 
of debris, but sent less than 160 bags of belongings to storage.’’
 City Councilman Joe Buscaino took aim at the Legal Aid 
Foundation, blaming the organization for contributing to the 
city’s homelessness issues.
 ``If the city attorney does not fight this case 
aggressively, Los Angeles will become a city of filth and 
disease,’’ Buscaino said. ``... Legal Aid Foundation claims 
months of negotiations with council members, but have not 
spoken to me once. Unlimited personal storage in public 
spaces creates a disease-ridden and inaccessible city, which 
is killing the very people that these greedy lawyers claim 
they are trying to help.”
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UCLA Study Drills
SoCalGas on Leaks

Special to the Valley Voice

Air quality samples collected near the Aliso Canyon 
natural gas storage facility during the 2015 blowout 
that led to the largest-known human-caused release 

of methane in U.S. history showed elevated levels of 
pollutants known or suspected to be associated with 
serious health problems, a UCLA Fielding School of 
Public Health-led study has found.
 The study, which appears in the June 26 issue of 
the peer-reviewed journal Environment International, 
raises concerns about the potential public health impacts 
resulting from the methane leak at the Southern California 
Gas Company facility.
 Although methane is a powerful greenhouse gas 
that can contribute to climate change, it does not have a 
federal-level actionable human health benchmark. But the 
UCLA study found that the high methane levels in Porter 
Ranch during the final weeks of the event coincided with 
— and likely influenced —  a broad range of air pollutants 
known or suspected to cause certain cancers, as well as 
neurological and respiratory effects.
 The study also found evidence that the final attempts 
to plug the leak in the well at the Aliso Canyon facility were 
associated with particle emissions that likely came from 
the well site, and that the well and/or activities associated 
with attempts to mitigate the leak had a discernible 
effect on the indoor air environments of homes that were 
sampled.
 “Our findings demonstrate that uncontrolled 
leaks or blowout events at natural gas storage facilities 
can release pollutants with the potential to cause not 
only environmental harm, but also adverse health 
consequences in surrounding communities,” said study 
first author Diane A. Garcia-Gonzales, a postdoctoral 
scholar at the UCLA Fielding School of Public Health 
and UCLA Institute of Environment and Sustainability. 
“This suggests the need for a thorough assessment of the 
health impact this event had on the Porter Ranch and 
surrounding communities, both for the benefit of that 
population and to better understand the potential health 
risks to communities surrounding the hundreds of other 
natural gas storage facilities throughout the U.S.”
 Southern California Gas operators working at the 
Aliso Canyon facility first reported the leak on October 
23, 2015, and by the time state officials announced that 
it was permanently plugged, nearly four months later, 
approximately 97,100 metric tons of methane had been 
released into the atmosphere. An assessment of more 
than 100 indoor environments, including homes and 
schools, adjacent to the storage facility found elevated 
levels of several air toxins along with a “fingerprint” of 
metals in dust samples similar to those taken of samples 
at the blowout site. In a post-leak community survey, 

63% of households reported that someone in their home 
had experienced symptoms persisting after the leak was 
plugged, including headaches, nausea, and gastrointestinal 
or respiratory problems.
 The UCLA-led team sought to delve further into 
the previously reported findings by identifying which air 
pollutants known to be associated with health risks were 
elevated in conjunction with the high levels of methane 
measured during the leak. The researchers found evidence 
that a broad range of hazardous air pollutants were co-
emitted during the peak methane emissions, with a spike in 
the final days when the well was being plugged.
 The UCLA team recommended that natural gas 
storage facilities be required to install equipment that 
collects air quality and meteorological data, and that closer 
environmental monitoring be required following severe 
off-normal operation events.
 “More than 300 natural gas storage fields within 
the United States use depleted oil wells, many of them 
aging, with very little oversight as to how they should be 
updated,” said Michael Jerrett, the study’s senior author, 
who is professor and chair of the UCLA Fielding School 
of Public Health’s Department of Environmental Health 
Sciences. “Given the potential for future events like the 
one that occurred at Aliso Canyon, it’s essential that we 
continue to learn about the health risks both during these 
active blowout events and as residents who evacuate return 
to their homes.”

UCLA 
Admissions

  

UCLA offered admission to more than 13,700 high school 
seniors and 5,200 transfer students for the fall term, 
university officials announced.

 The students offered admission were chosen from more 
than 135,000 freshman and transfer applicants, according to 
UCLA.
 Of the freshman admission offers, 23% are Chicano/
Latino, 6% are black, 41% are Asian American and 24% 
are white.
 ``The fact that this is the highest-achieving admitted 
class in UCLA history, and that each year more students 
accept our admissions offers, means that UCLA is attracting 
some of the most exceptional students from California and 
beyond,’’ Youlonda Copeland-Morgan, UCLA vice provost 
for enrollment management, said in a statement.
 Of the students offered admission, UCLA expects to 
actually enroll about 4,440 California residents and 1,460 
out-of-state students. Of the 5,200 transfer students offered 

admission, 94% attended a California community college. 
About 3,265 of them are expected to actually enroll.
 The University of California system as a whole offered 
admission to 108,178 prospective freshmen and 28,752 
transfer students at its nine campuses statewide.
 California residents make up the vast majority of those 
admitted -- 71,655 as freshmen and 26,700 as transfer 
students, officials said.
 ``Yet another year of record-setting admissions 
underscores the tremendous interest in the world-class 
education at UC,’’ UC President Janet Napolitano said. ̀ `The 
best and brightest young minds continue to make UC their 
university of choice, and I am pleased to welcome all of these 
remarkable students this year.’’

The Mini Dispensary offers Premium 
Grade CBD Oil & Products for people 
and pets.  Affordable prices, fast free 
shipping and tax is included in the 
price. These are legal hemp derived 
CBD products, no medical card 
needed. Please visit my online store at 
theminidispensary.com 
for all products. 
Msg @ 661-941-1466

CityWatchLA

Hands Off, 
Sacramento, 

LA Wants Local 
Control
By Jack Humphreville

The self-righteous and power hungry State legislators 
from San Francisco are cooking up legislation that will 
strip local control from City Hall.

 These involve land use and planning; allowing bars 
to stay open until 4 in the morning; limiting the City’s 
ability to tow illegally parked cars and RVs; and blocking 
the disclosure of the financial impact of ballot measures on 
voters.  
 And in a delicious irony, we must rely on the City 
Council’s efforts to thwart the San Fran progressives from 
imposing their will over Los Angeles.  
 But LA is not Frisco.  There are 4 million Angelenos 
residing in 470 square miles, while San Francisco has 
less than 900,000 residents in only 47 square miles.  San 
Francisco’s density of 17,000 people per square mile is 
more than double ours of 8,000.  And its median household 
income of over $96,000 is 75% greater than our $54,500.    
 The major controversy involves the proposed pieces 
of legislation that would override our local land use and 
planning laws.  It would permit huge increases in density 
by right without any local input.  This dream legislation will 
negatively impact single family residences, working class 
neighborhoods, and affordable housing.  In other words, 
we’re screwed.    
 There are three bills that are being ushered through 
the State House: SB 50 and SB 592, both sponsored by 
Senator Wiener (D-San Francisco) and SB 330, sponsored 
by Senator Skinner (D-Berkeley).  Fortunately, the City 
Council led by Paul Koretz has passed resolutions opposing 
these three bills that are gifts to campaign funding real 
estate developers and the investment community.  However, 
these bills have run into considerable opposition from Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, and other cities throughout the 
State.  
 [Of note, these resolutions have not been supported by 
Mayor Eric Garcetti who is sucking up to Governor Gavin 
Newsom.]  
 Senator Wiener, along with Assembly Member Miguel 
Santiago (D-Los Angeles), is also pushing SB 58, an act that 
would extend last call in bars, night clubs and restaurants 
from 2 to 4 AM.  But as we all know, nothing good happens 
after midnight, and even more so after two in the morning, 
especially when it involves alcohol.   
 Once again, Councilmen Paul Koretz has sponsored 
a City Council resolution opposing this ill-conceived 
legislation which will only lead more DUI’s and alcohol 
related deaths. 

  *  *  *

 Assembler Member David Chiu (D-San Francisco), 
along with LA’s own Miguel Santiago and co-author 
Senator Wiener, is sponsoring AB 516, a bill that would 
prohibit the City from “towing vehicles that have five or 
more parking tickets, a registration that is six months or 
more out of date, or that have been left on a public street 
for over 72 hours without being moved.”  As a result, the 
City Council approved a resolution by Councilmen Greig 
Smith and Joe Buscaino that opposed AB 516 with only 
Councilman Mike Bonin voting no.  
 While we may not trust our City Council and 
the Planning Department on land use policies and 
developments, we are better off with local control where 
we have the ability to influence policy by confronting our 
Councilmembers.  The same applies to determining last call 
and towing policies where we are closer to the issues than 
the people in Sacramento and San Francisco.  
 As for land use and planning, rather than having to 
battle Sacramento every year, it is time for an initiative that 
would make land use and planning the exclusive province 
of local governments, not the State.    
 Senator Wiener has also introduced SB 268 that would 
block a 2017 law requiring local governments to disclose 
in the 75-word ballot summary how much a tax or bond 
measure would cost us. Unfortunately, local politicians have 
not objected to this bill, in large part because they believe 
the less we know, the better.  
 So much for transparency, Senator Ben Allen (D-Los 
Angeles), a co-author of this “gut and amend” bill that was 
cooked up behind closed doors.  Is this what they taught you 
at Harvard?  Shame on you.

 (Jack Humphreville writes LA Watchdog for 
CityWatch.)
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warm and nutritious meals to kids at 16 locations across 
the city in order to combat hunger in at-risk communities 
during the summer when school is not in session. In 
addition to serving free meals, the library offers a variety of 
programs and activities that prevent summer learning loss 
for children. Programs include storytime, music, games, 
STEAM activities, crafts and more. Lunch will be served 
Monday to Friday, 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM through August 9th 
at the Northridge Public Library, 9501 Darby Avenue.

Valley Harmonettes
 The Valley Harmonettes cordially invite you to 
their concert, Sounds Like Summer, on  Sunday, August 
11, 2:00 PM at First United Methodist Church, 22700 
Sherman Way in West Hills. Tickets are $5.00   

Stop Senior Scams
 You are invited to attend an event on Thursday, 
August 15, 2 pm at Granada Hills Branch Library, 
9501 Darby Avenue to learn more about senior scams 
and how to prevent them. This Acting Presentation uses 
theater to dramatize senior scams and educates older 
adults about the danger of fraud and how to prevent it. 
Ann Stahl (a retired Senior investigator for the FTC) 
will serve as our educator/expert for the day. In 2018, 
the group was recognized in the U. S. Senate Committee 
of Aging. Refreshments will be served. For more 
information, call (818) 368-5687.

Free Movie Matinee
     On Thursday, August 22 at 1:30 PM in the Chatsworth 
Library Community Room there will be a free showing 
of Christopher Robin.  The movie is sponsored by the 
Friends of Chatsworth Library.  Light refreshments are 
available.  The library is located at 21052 Devonshire 
Street in Chatsworth.  For more information call (818) 
341-4276.

Seated Exercise Classes
  The Chatsworth Library holds free classes every 
Wednesday and most Fridays.at 10:30 AM.  The DVD 
classes alternate between yoga, core, stretching, and 
strength training.  The library is located at 21052 
Devonshire Street in Chatsworth.  For more information 
call (818) 341-4276.

Valley Trailers
 The Valley Trailers Square Dance Club invites you 
to join their new class of modern square dancing starting 
on Tuesday, September 10th.  Arrive at Wilkinson 
Center, 8956 Vanalden, in Northridge, around 6:45 pm 
to sign in.  New dancers accepted on 9/10 and 9/17.  Your 
first class is free, $7.00 thereafter.  For more info, Call 
Linda 805-231-6171 or Don 818-360-8750.

Windsong Players
 Windsong Players Chamber Music Ensemble will 
perform “Fantasies,” a lovely selection of chamber pieces 
celebrating fantasy and gentle beauty for soprano, flute, 
violin and piano as well as feature a reading by a well-
known Los Angeles poet. The concert will take place at 
3 pm, Sunday, Sept 29 at Bethlehem Lutheran Church, 
12227 Balboa Blvd in Granada Hills. Suitable for all 
ages. $15 in advance, $20 at door Children under 12 
admitted free. For tickets in advance please go to: www.
brownpapertickets.com

Oversight Hearing on Aliso Canyon
 The Porter Ranch Neighborhood Council will 
be hosting a Joint Oversight Hearing with Senate 
Natural Resources and Water Committee and the Joint 
Legislative Committee on Emergency Management on 
Tuesday, August 6, 10 AM at Porter Ranch Community 
School, 12450 Mason Avenue. The topic of the meeting 
will be looking at the causes of the 2015 gas blowout at 
Aliso Canyon and the emergency response. Cookies and 
refreshments will be provided to attendees.  For more 
information, visit prnc.org.

Movie Under the Stars
 On Tuesday, August 6th at 6:00pm, the annual 
National Night Out Celebration will be screening 
the academy award winning film from Pixar, Up! at 
Northridge Park, 18300 Lemarsh Street.  National Night 
Out is a neighborhood celebration recognized around the 
country to strengthen bonds between communities and the 
police officers that serve them. Come out and bring the 
whole family to enjoy games, food, and a movie under the 
stars. For more information, contact Matthew Hernandez 
at Matthew.Hernandez@lacity.org or 818-882-1212.

Chatsworth Library Book Club
  The Chatsworth Library Book Club will be 
discussing The No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency by 
Alexander McCall Smith on August 7 at 1:00 pm.  The 
book club meets the first Wednesday of the month in the 
Library Community Room.  The library is located at 21052 
Devonshire Street in Chatsworth.  For more information 
call (818) 341-4276.

Swim LA Sessions
 The second season of SwimLA isn’t over yet!  Every 
Angeleno between the ages of 4 and 17 has an opportunity 
to learn to swim before school is back in session. Register 
today at www.swimla.org or call (323) 906-7953.  More 
than 50 City pools are offering lessons and expanded 
hours of operation. Lessons will be available through 
August 24th. Scholarships are available but space is 
limited so sign up today.
Wellness Programs for Seniors and Adults
 Our City’s Department of Recreation and Parks 
offers free wellness programs for seniors and adults that 
include classes in aerobics, zumba, yoga, salsa, line dancing, 
stretching and more. Stay fit without the expensive gym 
membership at any of the participating recreation centers 
around Los Angeles. Download the summer class schedule 
at www.laparks.org/scc. For more information on the 
wellness program, and find a free adult class near you, please 
call (213) 485-7512 or email RAP.SeniorCitizens@lacity.org

Free Spay/Neuter Services
 For the whole month of August, LA Animal Services 
will be offering free Spay and Neuter Certificates for cats 
and kittens owned by all Los Angeles City residents. The 
department is offering up to three certificates per house.  
You can apply online or at one of our centers from August 
1st to 31st. Visit the Animal Services website to learn more.

Summer Lunch and Reading Programs
 With summer in full gear, the Los Angeles Public Library 
invites you to join the “Summer Lunch at the Library” 
program. Through this program, the library helps to serve 

Deadline for Non-Profits
Please submit very brief local events, space is 

limited, by the 20th, for the following month. Send 
word document to yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com.

No faxes, phone calls or mail. 
 Rachel Reiter, 

Local Events Coordinator

About Growing Older... 
~ Eventually you will reach a point when 
you stop lying about your age and start brag-
ging about it.
 
~ The older we get, the fewer things seem 
worth waiting in line for.
 
 ~ When you are dissatisfied and would like 
to go back to youth, think of Algebra.
 
~ I don’t know how I got over the hill with-
out getting to the top.
 
~ One of the many things no one tells you 
about aging is that it’s such a nice change 
from being young.
 
~ Being young is beautiful, but being old is 
comfortable and relaxed.
 
~ Long ago, when men cursed and beat the 
ground with sticks, it was called witchcraft.  
Today it’s called golf.
 
~ If you don’t learn to laugh at trouble, 
you won’t have anything to laugh at when 
you’re old.

- Will Rogers
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Sale Ends M
onday, 

Sept. 2nd 

at 9pm
!

On purchases with your Ashley Advantage™ credit card made 8/20/2019 to 9/2/2019. Interest will be charged to your account from the 
purchase date if the promotional purchase is not paid in full within 12 months. Minimum monthly payments required. ††See below for details.

30% OFF5+ YEARS
FINANCING

On purchases with your Ashley Advantage™ credit card 
from 8/20/2019 to 9/2/2019. Equal monthly payments 
required for 60 months. Ashley Furniture does not require 
a down payment, however, sales tax and delivery charges 
are due at time of purchase. *See below for details.

0% interest* • NO down payment
NO minimum purchase 

‡‡Previous purchases excluded. Cannot be combined with any other promotion or discount. Discount offers exclude Tempur-Pedic®, Stearns & Foster® and Sealy Posturepedic Hybrid™ mattress sets, floor models, clearance items, sales tax, furniture protection plans, warranty, delivery 
fee, Manager’s Special pricing, Advertised Special pricing, and 14 Piece Packages and cannot be combined with financing specials. Effective 1/1/2018, all mattress and box springs are subject to a $10.50 per unit CA recycling fee. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS. Stoneledge Furniture LLC., 
many times has multiple offers, promotions, discounts and financing specials occurring at the same time; these are allowed to only be used either/or and not both or combined with each other. Although every precaution is taken, errors in price and/or specification may occur in print. 
We reserve the right to correct any such errors. Picture may not represent item exactly as shown, advertised items may not be on display at all locations. Some restrictions may apply. Available only at participating locations. ±Leather Match upholstery features top-grain leather in 
the seating areas and skillfully matched vinyl everywhere else. Ashley HomeStores are independently owned and operated. ©2019 Ashley HomeStores, Ltd. Promotional Start Date: August 20, 2019. Expires: September 2, 2019.

††Ashley HomeStore does not require a down payment, however, sales tax and delivery charges are due at time of purchase if the purchase is made with your Ashley Advantage™ Credit Card. Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases. No interest will be charged on the promo 
purchase if you pay the promo purchase amount in full within 12 Months. If you do not, interest will be charged on the promo purchase from the purchase date. Depending on purchase amount, promotion length and payment allocation, the required minimum monthly payments may or may 
not pay off purchase by end of promotional period. Regular account terms apply to non-promotional purchases and, after promotion ends, to promotional balance. For new accounts: Purchase APR is 29.99%; Minimum Interest Charge is $2. Existing cardholders should see their credit card 
agreement for their applicable terms. Promotional purchases of merchandise will be charged to account when merchandise is delivered. Subject to credit approval.

§Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. See store for details.

*Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases. Ashley HomeStore does not require a down payment, however, sales tax and delivery charges are due at time of purchase if the purchase is made with your Ashley Advantage™ Credit Card. No interest will be charged on promo 
purchase and equal monthly payments are required equal to initial promo purchase amount divided equally by the number of months in promo period until promo is paid in full. The equal monthly payment will be rounded to the next highest whole dollar and may be higher than the 
minimum payment that would be required if the purchase was a non-promotional purchase. Regular account terms apply to non-promotional purchases. For new accounts: Purchase APR is 29.99%; Minimum Interest Charge is $2. Existing cardholders should see their credit card 
agreement for their applicable terms. Promotional purchases of merchandise will be charged to account when merchandise is delivered. Subject to credit approval. ‡Monthly payment shown is equal to the purchase price, excluding taxes and delivery, divided by the number of months in 
the promo period, rounded to the next highest whole dollar, and only applies to the selected financing option shown. If you make your payments by the due date each month, the monthly payment shown should allow you to pay off this purchase within the promo period if this balance 
is the only balance on your account during the promo period. If you have other balances on your account, this monthly payment will be added to the minimum payment applicable to those balances.


